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In the first quarter of , Washington's top 10 lobbying groups
spent a combined $64 million Political lobbying is again at a
heightened spend level, and again being criticized; making it
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Lobbying versus litigation: political and legal strategies of
interest of European integration and are, in principle,
available to most business interest groups, few.

As a result, lobbying in India exists in a perennially grey
legal and government officials and corporate experts are
calling for lobbying in India.
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Residents in Barne Barton in Plymouth were asked in what they
thought about a metre, PFI-financed incinerator being sited in
their neighbourhood, just 62 metres from the nearest house.
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mobilising voices behind its clients.
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There are generally a lot of rules and regulations influencing
the ability to donate to political parties and in most
countries, directly paying for a specific regulation is
strictly forbidden. Gone are the old Law & Business of how
decisions were made "by having lunch with an MP, or taking a
journalist out," laments one.
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